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A MESSAGE FROM THE
MCINTYRE FAMILY
As we head into the 39th year of “Chateau
Limousins”, we are extremely pleased to welcome
you to our 8th Annual On Property Sale. For us, 2021
was a year that was full of nice surprises, firstly with
our top-price bull from the sale, Queenscliff Q22
selling for $14,000 to Lara Vale Limousins to be our
highest priced animal sold privately or at auction.
This was then eclipsed less than 2 months later by
Qualification Q66 at the National, going for $18,500
to The Eyrie Limousins after being sashed Junior and
Grand Champion Bull.
With the cattle industry continuing to reach new
highs either through the Prime and Weaner Sales or
over the hooks to major processors both in the north
and south, coupled with good rainfall throughout
most of the country, giving producers even more
confidence going forward.
While still incorporating imported sires to our
program, this years draft will heavily feature sons of
Chateau sires from our time-proven cow lines that
have been tried and tested over 4 decades. We are
pleased to offer for your selection the combination
of our traditional “Chateau” type with over twothirds of the bulls being polled along with 6 black
sires.
This year will be the first time we have also had
an online platform to allow more accessibility for
purchasers to bid themselves on sale day with live
coverage throughout the sale. We welcome anyone
that would like to view the bulls prior to sale day to
contact us to arrange a time.

John & Bev, Andrew & Jenna

C
HIGHLIGHTS

2021 Chateau Limousins Annual Sale
Sale Topper - Chateau Queenscliff Q22
Sold for $14,000 to Lara Vale Limousins
Gerangamete, Victoria

2021 Limousin National Show & Sale
Junior & Grand Champion Bull
Chateau Qualification Q66
Sold for $18,500 to The Eyrie Limousins
Elmhurst, Victoria

SALE INFORMATION
& SCHEDULE
Monday 21st March 2022
INSPECTIONS:
Inspections from 10am sale day, unless otherwise
arranged.
AUCTION START TIME:
Auction will commence at 1:00pm
PRE REGISTRATION:
Available via www.raywhitegtsm.com.au
Fill out your details and submit form. Your bid card
will be waiting for you at the office on sale day.
NOTE: Online registrations close 24hrs before sale
REGISTRATION:
Registration is required on Sale Day at the Ray
White GTSM Office as a Buyers number system
will be in operation, therefore all prospective
purchasers will be required to register prior to the
commencement of the sale.
**All sale lots are sold exclusive of GST**
SALE/VIDEO AUCTION:
The live auction on will be held in conjunction with
video footage playing on each lot. All sale bulls
will be on display on the day. Further information,
photos & video footage of all sale lots will be
available via www.chateaulimousins.com &
www.facebook.com/chateaulimousins.

SALE INFORMATION
& SCHEDULE
Monday 21st March 2022
PHONE BIDDING:
Phone bidding can be arranged prior to sale day by
contacting either Agent.
OUTSIDE AGENTS REBATES:
A 2% rebate is offered to outside agents who
introduce their client in writing to the vendor by
Friday 19th March 2022 via email
livestock.gtsm.nsw@raywhite.com & settle within
7 days.
TERMS & CONDITIONS:
Payment required on the day or settled with agent
within 7 days. Payment available sale day by Cash,
Cheque & EFTPOS (will incur a 1.5% fee)
ACCOMMODATION IN WANGARATTA:

Quality Hotel - Wangaratta Gateway (03) 5721 8399
Golden Chain - Wangaratta Motor Inn (03) 5721 5488
- Advance Motel (03) 5721 9100
City Reach Motel - (03) 5721 8433

SAFETY DISCLAIMER & SALE DAY SAFETY:
The owners, employees & representatives of
Chateau accept no liability for any accidents that
may occur at the Chateau Sale. Although such
occurrence are rare, any persons attending the
Chateau Sale do so at their own risk while on the
property.

BULLS INFORMATION
HEALTH STATUS:
Chateau Limousin carries a “J-BAS 6” status
and are free to travel to all states except W.A.
Bulls have been 7 in 1, Cydectin & Pesti Tested
Negative.
TRANSFER OF REGISTRATION:
Bulls can be transferred to new owners on request.

POST SALE
DELIVERIES & TRANSPORT:
No deliveries/transport of purchases on Sale day
unless prior arrangement with vendors.
Free delivery to major centers - Colac, Pakenham,
Hamilton, Bendigo & Wagga Wagga. Assistance to
other buyers will be considered if needed (please
contact vendors prior to sale to discuss).
INSURANCE:
Purchase becomes buyers responsibility at the fall
of the hammer. While all care will be taken by the
vendor we recommend that buyers insure their
purchases.
INTERSTATE PURCHASERS:
The vendor agrees to hold any stock for interstate
purchasers until any necessary tests have been
completed.

Can’t make the sale?

Purchase online in eight simple steps!
Log on to AuctionsPlus and bid on your phone,
tablet or computer.

1

REGISTER ONLINE
Free once off registration for all auctions.

2

COMPLETE
BUYER INDUCTION
Contact AuctionsPlus
on (02) 9262 4222
The buyer induction will help you understand the roles and
or
email
studsales@auctionsplus.com.au
responsibilities of everyone on the AuctionsPlus system.

or www.auctionsplus.com.au

3

Check us out on:
VIEW CATALOGUE
View photos, videos, pedigrees and more.

4

ENTER AUCTION
Log into the auction anytime, anywhere and bid on your
mobile, tablet or computer.

5

AUTO BID
Can’t stay for the whole sale? Set your maximum bid on the lot
that you want to purchase and let the computer bid for you.

6

CONTACT SELLING AGENT

If successful, contact selling agent to arrange payment and delivery.
Can’t
make
the
sale?
The agent contact
details
will be
in the
catalogue header.

Purchase online in eight simple steps!

7

Log on to AuctionsPlus and bid on your phone,
PAYMENT
tabletterms
or computer.
Via the selling agent’s
and conditions.

8

DELIVERY
Arrange transport of livestock at your expense.

Contact AuctionsPlus on (02) 9262 4222
or email studsales@auctionsplus.com.au
or www.auctionsplus.com.au
Check us out on:

1

CHATEAU REGENT (P) (PF)

TATTOO: JWMFR14 BORN: 10/3/2020 GRADE: French Pure
Apricot

Polled

%FB:

100

1-WAY POLLED KANA (IMCFV64) (HP) (PN)
SIRE: CHATEAU MATADOR (JWMFM51) (S) (PF)
CHATEAU KISS ME (JWMFK33) (PN) (AC)
CHATEAU ZANZIBAR (JWMFZ32) (PU)
DAM:CHATEAU CHAMPAGNE (JWMFC48) (PN)
CHATEAU YUM YUM (JWMFY45) (PU)
Gest.
-0.3

January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
+3.4
+5
+23
+36
+56
+45

Regent is a gentle, free moving Polled French Pure sire that
is a long bodied, larger framed bull who was raised on our
donor cow C48 at 13 years of age. R14 is the type of bull to
produce those heavy calves with wide tops and square back
ends that will mature into a big bull.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________

2

CHATEAU RECALL (P) (B) (PF)

TATTOO: JWMPR13 BORN: 9/3/2020
Black

Polled

GRADE: Pure
%FB:

89.26

DLVL XEROX 023X (PEDPF92) (HP*) (B) (PU)
SIRE: SYES BACKSTAGE 466B (IMUPK466) (HP*)(HB*)(PN)(AA)
MISS SYES FRIENDLY 465Z (PEDPH337) (P) (HB*) (PU)
MARYVALE HAMMERTIME H300 (AMSPH300)(P) (B) (PN)
DAM: CHATEAU MESSINA (JWMPM79) (P) (B) (PF)
MONTROSE JAPONICA (AJMPJ5) (2P) (2B) (PF)

January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
Gest. BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
-6.3
-0.9
+9
+20
+39
+58
+28
R13 is the ideal choice to be used on heifers. Low Birthweight,
Short Gestation while still maintaining the shape and type with
natural weight gain to produce top end weaners. A 3/4 brother to
the Junior and Grand Champion Bull at the 2021 Limousin National
Show and Sale selling for $18,500 to "The Eyrie" Stud. Double
Black, Double Polled Recall is a standout lot to suit the astute
cattleman.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________

3

CHATEAU REGIMENT (P) (PF)

TATTOO: JWMPR25 BORN: 18/3/2020 GRADE: Pure
Apricot

Polled

%FB:

96.49

MARYVALE HAMMERTIME H300 (AMSPH300)(P) (B) (PN)

SIRE: CHATEAU NIGHT WATCHMAN (JWMPN89) (P) (PN)
CHATEAU KLASSY GAL (JWMPK59) (P) (B) (PF)
CHATEAU KUDOS (JWMFK44) (S) (PN)
DAM:CHATEAU NO FUSS (JWMFN76) (P) (PN)
CHATEAU LULLABY (JWMFL20) (P) (PC)
Gest.
-2.9

January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
+2.6
+8
+28
+53
+72
+40

R25 is a Red Meat machine. Raised on a heifer, this Double
Polled heavy muscled, powerful, high weight gain bull will
produce heavy carcases either off the cows or as export
weights.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________

4

CHATEAU RESOLVE (P) (PF)

TATTOO: JWMPR23 BORN: 18/3/2020 GRADE: Pure
Apricot

Polled

%FB:

96.49

MARYVALE HAMMERTIME H300 (AMSPH300) (P) (B)(PN)

SIRE: CHATEAU NIGHT WATCHMAN (JWMPN89) (P) (PN)
CHATEAU KLASSY GAL (JWMPK59) (P) (B) (PF)
MERIDEN POLL HEAVYDUTY (PKRFH70) (HP*)(PN)(AA)
DAM:CHATEAU NOSTALGIA (JWMFN77) (P) (PF)
CHATEAU KISS ME (JWMFK33) (PN) (AC)
January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
Gest. BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
-3.4
+2.2
+9
+28
+44
+65
+59
Double Polled and out of a heifer, Resolve is very similar to
the last lot. Strong headed with a big muzzle, big volume
and a moderate frame with a soft skin. A genuine top end
vealer bull packed full of meat.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________

5

CHATEAU REFORM (P) (PU)

TATTOO: JWMFR50 BORN: 6/9/2020
Apricot

Polled

GRADE: French Pure
%FB:

100

1-WAY POLLED KANA (IMCFV64) (HP) (PN)
SIRE: CHATEAU MATADOR (JWMFM51) (S) (PF)
CHATEAU KISS ME (JWMFK33) (PN) (AC)
FUNAMBULE (WINTERSHALL) (IMFFP1882) (PU)
DAM:CHATEAU MISS MUMBLES (JWMFM26) (PU)
MONTROSE CLOUD NINE (AJMFC9) (PN)
Gest.
-0.9

January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
+2.8
+5
+20
+30
+51
+39

The first of the spring drop bulls. A son of M51 who is
breeding rugged, powerful, long bodied bulls and R50 is no
exception. A smooth haired, soft skinned bull with a cover
and a square back end.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________

6

CHATEAU RECTIFY (P) (PF)

TATTOO: JWMPR49 BORN: 5/9/2020
Apricot

Polled

GRADE: Pure
%FB:

95.22

SVL POLLED EXCELLANT 201B (IMUFK201) (HP*)(PN)(AC)

SIRE: CHATEAU NEVEDA (JWMFN93) (P) (PF)
CHATEAU FLIRT (JWMFF8) (PF)
MARYVALE HAMMERTIME H300 (AMSPH300) (P) (B)(PN)

DAM:CHATEAU PANACHE P3 (JWMPP3) (P) (B) (PF)
MONTROSE JACINTA (AJMPJ33) (P) (B) (PF)
January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
Gest. BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
-4.1
+0.4
+6
+18
+31
+42
+52
R49 is a Double Polled, low birth weight, short gestation
heifer bull. A heifer's first calf R49 is a long smooth bodied,
soft muscled bull who would work well over British bred
heifers. Dam P3 is a full sister to Quantum Q5 who has been
used on both cows and heifers here at Chateau.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________

7

CHATEAU RENEGRADE (P) (B) (PF)

TATTOO: JWMPR7 BORN: 1/3/2020
Black

Polled

GRADE: Pure
%FB:

97.25

MERIDEN POLL HEAVYDUTY (PKRFH70) (HP*) (PN) (AA)

SIRE: CHATEAU NEW GENERATION (JWMFN79) (P) (PF) (2A)
MONTROSE GOLDEN GIRL (AJMFG20) (PN) (AA)
EXLR NATIVE 7133N (IMUPY7133) (HP*) (HB) (PN) (AC)

DAM:CHATEAU MYSTERIOUS (JWMPM54) (P) (B) (PF)
MONTROSE HEROINE (AJMPH27) (P) (B) (PN)
January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
Gest. BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
-4.5
+1.8
+8
+26
+36
+53
+55
Renegade is a Black, Double Polled son of N79 who topped our
2019 sale at $8500 selling to "Rigdale" Limousin's in Gippsland.
An early maturing vealer type R7 has been one of the heaviest
of the 2 year old bulls from an early age making him an ideal
choice for those targeting the heavy vealer market. A bull with
that traditional look of muscle and yield with a great nature.

Purchaser___________________________ $____________
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CHATEAU RADIUS (P) (PF)

TATTOO: JWMFR8 BORN: 1/3/2020
Apricot

Polled

GRADE: French Pure
%FB:

100

1-WAY POLLED KANA (IMCFV64) (HP) (PN)
SIRE: CHATEAU MATADOR (JWMFM51) (S) (PF)
CHATEAU KISS ME (JWMFK33) (PN) (AC)
CHATEAU GENIUS (JWMFG30) (P) (PN)
DAM:CHATEAU KOOL FLAME (JWMFK73) (P) (PF)
MONTROSE EMBER (AJMFE9) (PN)
January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
Gest. BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
-4.2
+2.4
+9
+25
+40
+62
+26
A rugged, high growth, powerful, square footed M51 son.
He is sure to produce heavy, square, high yielding heavy
calves.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________
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CHATEAU RAJAH (P) (PF)

TATTOO: JWMFR10 BORN: 7/3/2020
Apricot

Polled

GRADE: French Pure
%FB:

100

1-WAY POLLED KANA (IMCFV64) (HP) (PN)
SIRE: CHATEAU MATADOR (JWMFM51) (S) (PF)
CHATEAU KISS ME (JWMFK33) (PN) (AC)
CHATEAU JERICHO (JWMFJ28) (PF)
DAM:CHATEAU LAKOTA GIRL (JWMFL72) (P) (PF)
CHATEAU JUST A GIRL (JWMFJ14) (P) (PN)
Gest.
-1.4

January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
+3.3
+8
+26
+41
+63
+44

Another long bodied, big framed, high growth, smooth
skinned M51 son who is at the top end of the weights. A full
brother was featured as lot 4 in last years sale going to the
Reid's of "Rolma" stud at Gundowering for $8000, with
another brother to come next year it is easy to say we like
this genetic mix.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________
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CHATEAU RANSOM (P) (B) (PF)

TATTOO: JWMPR62 BORN: 27/9/2020 GRADE: Pure
Black

Polled

%FB:

94.6

SVL POLLED EXCELLANT 201B (IMUFK201) (HP*)(PN)(AC)

SIRE: CHATEAU NEVEDA (JWMFN93) (P) (PF)
CHATEAU FLIRT (JWMFF8) (PF)
SYES BACKSTAGE 466B (IMUPK466) (HP*) (HB*) (PN)(AA)

DAM:CHATEAU PERSIAN (JWMPP50) (P) (B) (PF)
CHATEAU LAMINGTON (JWMPL33) (P) (B) (PF)
January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
Gest. BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
-3.0
+0.7
+6
+18
+34
+44
+39
Black and Double Polled R62 is a 2 year old heifer's calf.
Ransom will work well over F1 heifers with his calving ease
pedigree but will still put that Limo shape on the back end.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________

LOT 3

LOT 7

LOT 8

LOT 10

LOT 15

LOT 21

LOT 9

LOT 6
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CHATEAU RIDDLER (PF)

TATTOO: JWMFR71 BORN: 19/10/2020 GRADE: French Pure
Apricot

Horned

%FB:

100

GHR POLLED ZANE (IMCFH4) (P) (PN) (AA)
SIRE: CHATEAU NAPOLEON N20 (JWMFN20) (PF)
CHATEAU JUST EXCLUSIVE (JWMFJ37) (P) (PN)
CHATEAU KING TUT (JWMFK32) (P) (PF) (2A)
DAM:CHATEAU NAKED FLAME (JWMFN48) (P) (PF)
CHATEAU KOOL FLAME (JWMFK73) (P) (PF)
Gest.
-2

January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
+2.6
+8
+24
+41
+52
+29

An attractive dark, loose skinned, long bodied and free
moving bull with good early growth. R71's 1/2 brother was
lot 6 last year selling for $7000.

Purchaser___________________________ $____________
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CHATEAU RANGER R12 (B) (PU)

TATTOO: JWMPR12 BORN: 9/3/2020
Black

Horned

GRADE: Pure
%FB:

92.54

TMF WESTWOOD 505W (IMCPE6387) (HP*) (PN) (AA)
SIRE: MARYVALE HAMMERTIME H300 (AMSPH300) (P) (B) (PN)
MARYVALE DAY LILLY 8132D (AMSPD8132) (P) (B) (PU)

MONTROSE FIRST OFFENSE (AJMPF13) (P) (B) (PN)
DAM:CHATEAU HAITI (JWMPH61) (P) (B) (PU)
CHATEAU YELICIEUSE (JWMFY47) (PU)
January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
Gest. BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
-2.1
+0.9
+7
+20
+37
+52
+62
R12 is a powerful, high yielding, big weight gain bull. A Black
son of Hammertime that will add some stretch and weight.

Purchaser___________________________ $____________
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CHATEAU RAIDER (PF)

TATTOO: JWMFR65 BORN: 1/10/2020 GRADE: French Pure
Apricot

Horned

%FB:

100

SVL POLLED EXCELLANT 201B (IMUFK201) (HP*)(PN)(AC)

SIRE: CHATEAU NEVEDA (JWMFN93) (P) (PF)
CHATEAU FLIRT (JWMFF8) (PF)
EDAKKYA (IMFFE301) (PN) (AA)
DAM:CHATEAU PASSION (JWMFP6) (PF)
CHATEAU KIS 'N' TELL (JWMFK51) (PF)
Gest.
-0.6

January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
+3.0
+2
+20
+30
+42
+47

Raider is a moderate framed, docile, fine haired, smooth
skinned traditional type French Pure bull that would suit the
F1 market. Out of a first calf heifer.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________
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CHATEAU RAPPORT (PF)

TATTOO: JWMFR39 BORN: 30/4/2020 GRADE: French Pure
Apricot

Horned

%FB:

100

SVL POLLED EXCLUSIVE 412T (IMUFC412) (HP*)(R)(PN)(AA)

SIRE: CHATEAU NAVIGATOR (JWMFN82) (P) (PF)
CHATEAU FINE VINTAGE (JWMFF31) (PF)
1-WAY JUST GORGEOUS (IMCFW11) (P) (PN) (AC)
DAM:CHATEAU MY HONEY BEE (JWMFM59) (PF)
CHATEAU HONEY BEE (JWMFH10) (PN)
January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
Gest. BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
-0.3
+3.7
+7
+27
+42
+61
+46
R39 is a big rugged Full French bull full of power and weight.
Sire N82 had 3 sisters sell at the National averaging $6500
and his dams full brother is doing stud duties at "Rolma"
Limousin's.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________
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CHATEAU RACKETEER (P) (B) (PF)

TATTOO: JWMPR40 BORN: 1/5/2020
Black

Polled

GRADE: Pure
%FB:

97.74

SVL POLLED EXCLUSIVE 412T (IMUFC412) (HP*) (R) (PN)(AA)

SIRE: CHATEAU NAVIGATOR (JWMFN82) (P) (PF)
CHATEAU FINE VINTAGE (JWMFF31) (PF)
CHATEAU CHARBON (JWMFC33) (PN)
DAM:MONTROSE GLORY AND FAME (AJMPG24) (P) (B) (PN)
MONTROSE BOUND FOR GLORY (AJMPB11) (P) (B) (PU)

January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
Gest. BWt Milk
200wt 400wt 600wt Doc
-0.5
+2.6
+5
+21
+32
+46
+25
Black, Double Polled R40 is a softer patterned, loose skinned
N82 son that would breed deep sided soft weaners that
would be suitable to feed on. His maternal brother was a
feature bull in our sale back in 2019.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________
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CHATEAU REMY MARTIN (P) (PF)

TATTOO: JWMFR59 BORN: 21/9/2020 GRADE: French Pure
Apricot

Polled

%FB:

100

1-WAY POLLED KANA (IMCFV64) (HP) (PN)
SIRE: CHATEAU MATADOR (JWMFM51) (S) (PF)
CHATEAU KISS ME (JWMFK33) (PN) (AC)
SVL POLLED EXCLUSIVE 412T (IMUFC412) (HP*) (R) (PN)(AA)

DAM:CHATEAU LATE VINTAGE (JWMFL60) (P) (PF)
CHATEAU FINE VINTAGE (JWMFF31) (PF)
January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
Gest. BWt Milk
200wt 400wt 600wt Doc
-3.1
+2.1
+10
+22
+36
+49
+54
R59 is a quiet natured, large framed M51 son that is at the
heavy end of the spring bulls. Dam L60 has had 3 full sisters
sell at the National averaging $6500.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________
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CHATEAU REDTAPE (PF)

TATTOO: JWMFR69 BORN: 19/10/2020 GRADE: French Pure
Apricot

Horned

%FB:

100

GHR POLLED ZANE (IMCFH4) (P) (PN) (AA)
SIRE: CHATEAU NAPOLEON N20 (JWMFN20) (PF)
CHATEAU JUST EXCLUSIVE (JWMFJ37) (P) (PN)
POSTHAVEN P ZANSIBAR (IMCFH17) (HP*) (PN) (AA)
DAM:CHATEAU NIGHT OUT (JWMFN22) (P) (PF)
CHATEAU KIS 'N' TELL (JWMFK51) (PF)
Gest.
-0.3

January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
+2.4
+3
+21
+36
+40
+36

R69 is an easy to handle, traditional style, French Pure early
maturing vealer bull. He would work well over the crossbred
cows.

Purchaser___________________________ $____________
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CHATEAU REBEL (PU)

TATTOO: JWMFR54 BORN: 15/9/2020 GRADE: French Pure
Apricot

Horned

%FB:

100

SVL POLLED EXCELLANT 201B (IMUFK201) (HP*)(PN)(AC)

SIRE: CHATEAU NEVEDA (JWMFN93) (P) (PF)
CHATEAU FLIRT (JWMFF8) (PF)
EDAKKYA (IMFFE301) (PN) (AA)
DAM:CHATEAU POMEGRANATE (JWMFP48) (PU)
CHATEAU CANDY APPLE (JWMFC47) (PC)
January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
Gest. BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
-1.6
+2.7
+3
+21
+30
+41
+46
Rebel is a young bull that has a strong, wide top with a big
barrel and a slick skin to give that shine to his calves. R54 is
the first calf of a 2 year old heifer.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________
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CHATEAU REDSKIN (P) (R) (PF)

TATTOO: JWMPR27 BORN: 21/3/2020 GRADE: Pure
Red

Polled

%FB:

91.18

MARYVALE HAMMERTIME H300 (AMSPH300) (P) (B)(PN)

SIRE: CHATEAU NIGHT WATCHMAN (JWMPN89) (P) (PN)
CHATEAU KLASSY GAL (JWMPK59) (P) (B) (PF)
MARYVALE HAMMERTIME H300 (AMSPH300) (P) (B)(PN)

DAM:CHATEAU NIGHTSHADE N92 (JWMPN92) (P) (B) (PF)
MONTROSE BRIDESMAID (AJMPB9) (P) (B) (PF)
January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
Gest. BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
-4.6
+0.3
+8
+23
+41
+57
+57
Redskin is another bull best suited to be used over F1
heifers. With a good calving ease package, good docility
with a soft pattern and moderate frame.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________
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CHATEAU REGIME (B) (PF)

TATTOO: JWMPR48 BORN: 5/9/2020
Black

Horned

GRADE: Pure
%FB:

97.76

1-WAY POLLED KANA (IMCFV64) (HP) (PN)
SIRE: CHATEAU MATADOR (JWMFM51) (S) (PF)
CHATEAU KISS ME (JWMFK33) (PN) (AC)
CHATEAU KING TUT (JWMFK32) (P) (PF) (2A)
DAM:CHATEAU NIGHTSHADE (JWMPN60) (P) (B) (PF)
CHATEAU KANDY OPAL (JWMPK103) (P) (B) (PF)
January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
Gest. BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
-3.7
+1.7
+12
+24
+37
+55
+44
A Black bull that is displaying a more traditional muscle
expression to suit the vealer market over crossbred cows
with some good early growth. 1/2 brother sold for $7000 in
last year's sale.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________
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CHATEAU RAWHIDE (P) (PF)

TATTOO: JWMPR32 BORN: 2/4/2020
Apricot

GRADE: Pure

Polled

%FB:

96.49

MARYVALE HAMMERTIME H300 (AMSPH300) (P) (B)(PN)

SIRE: CHATEAU NIGHT WATCHMAN (JWMPN89) (P) (PN)
CHATEAU KLASSY GAL (JWMPK59) (P) (B) (PF)
CHATEAU KUDOS (JWMFK44) (S) (PN)
DAM:CHATEAU NIVEA (JWMFN94) (PF)
MONTROSE CLIMAX (AJMFC13) (PN)
Gest.
-2.1

January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
+1.4
+8
+24
+34
+45
+39

R32 is an easy doing kind of bull with a gentle nature and a
soft muscle pattern and a soft skin and hair type. A heifer's
first calf, Rawhide's dam is sired by the top price bull from
our 2016 sale selling to "Pelican Rise" Limousin's.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________
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CHATEAU RAMB0 (P) (PF)

TATTOO: JWMFR74 BORN: 23/10/2020 GRADE: French Pure
Apricot

Polled

%FB:

100

GHR POLLED ZANE (IMCFH4) (P) (PN) (AA)
SIRE: CHATEAU NAPOLEON N20 (JWMFN20) (PF)
CHATEAU JUST EXCLUSIVE (JWMFJ37) (P) (PN)
GHR POLLED ZANE (IMCFH4) (P) (PN) (AA)
DAM:CHATEAU NIKATA (JWMFN2) (P) (PF)
CHATEAU JUST EXCLUSIVE (JWMFJ37) (P) (PN)
January 2022 Southern Limousin BREEDPLAN
Gest. BWt
Milk 200wt 400wt 600wt
Doc
-1.4
+2.1
+5
+19
+39
+42
+50
The youngest bull in this year's sale, Rambo is a docile,
Polled, French Pure bull with some thickness, volume and
width throughout.
Purchaser___________________________ $____________

Thank-you for
your attendance and
support today
BUYER DELIVERY
INSTRUCTIONS
At the completion of the sale we ask all successful
purchasers to attend the office and inform us of
your delivery instructions.

LOOKING AFTER YOUR
NEW PURCHASE
As our bulls run in mobs they are used to having
mates around and are never left in the yards
by themselves. Upon arrival ensue that he has
company (a steer or cow) and plenty of food whilst
he surveys his new surroundings. Be aware that
this is a new environment to him and will take a
while to get use to both you and your farm.

UNDERSTANDING EBVs
An Estimated Breeding Value (EBV) is an estimate of the
genetic merit of that animal for each trait measured.
EBVs are provided for the following traits:
Gestation Length: ranks sires for the time between
conception and the birth of a calf. Shorter gestation is
indicated by negative EBVs and longer by positive EBVs.
Birth Weight: indicates the genetic potential for birth
weight. Positive EBVs indicate higher birth weights and
negative EBVs indicate lower birth weights of progeny.
Milk: a key component of fast growth to weaning is the
dam’s maternal performance. A bull with a high milk EBV
should produce daughters which milk well.
200, 400 & 600 Day Weight: give us an estimation of the
animal’s genetic potential for growth.
Docility: is expressed as the increase or decrease in the
percentage of progeny that will be scored as docile (score 1
or 2). Positive EBVs indicate a higher proportion of progeny
that will be scored as docile and negative EBVs indicate a
lower percentage of progeny being scored as docile.
Comparing EBVs: The EBVs for Limousins cannot be
compared with EBVs for animal of other breeds. They
should be compared with the current average EBV for the
Limousin breed.

Accuracies: are presented with each EBV and give an
indication of the amount of information that has been used
in the calculation of that EBV. The higher the accuracy the
lower the likelihood of change in the animal’s EBV as more
information is analysed for that animal and its relatives.
Disclaimer: The Estimated Breeding Values (EBVs)
contained within this sale catalogue were compiled by the
Agricultural Business Research Institute (ABRI) from the
data supplied by breeders. Neither the Australian Limousin
Breeders’ Society or ABRI oversee or audit the collection of
this data.

EXPLANATION OF
SUFFIXES
HORN STATUS:
(HP*) Homozygous Polled by DNA test (which has an
accuracy of 92%),
(HP) Homozygous Polled by progeny test,
(2P) Homozygous Polled by pedigree,
(P) Polled, (S) Scurred.
COLOUR:
(HB) DNA tested Homozygous Black,
(2B) Homozygous Black by pedigree,
(B) Black, (R) Red (not apricot).
PROTOPORPHYRIA STATUS:
(PN) Proto Normal, (PF) Proto free by pedigree,
(PC) the animal is a carrier of the abnormal gene for
protoporphyria,
(PS) Proto Suspect (parent of diseased animal),
(PU) the animal has not been tested for protoporphyria or
have parents which have been tested normal or are free by
pedigree.
HOMOZYGOUS: Is the term where an animal has two
copies of a particular gene (tested or pedigree) for a trait
(colour, polled). An example is Homozygous polled where
by all progeny will be polled from that particular animal or
Homozygous black where all progeny will be black.
F94L:
(AA) 2 copies,
(AC) 1 copy,
(2A) 2 copies by pedigree,
(CC) no copies.

THE SCURRED GENE
IN CATTLE
Some polled cattle have scurs. Scurs are
incompletely developed horns that are generally
attached only to the skin. They range in size from
tiny scab-like growths to large protrusions almost
as large as horns.
Therefore, polled cattle can be smooth-polled or
scurred-polled (polled but expressing scurs).
Many breeders have the mistaken idea that scurs
represent an error in transmitting the horned
characteristic. That’s not the case. Scurred cattle
should be classified as polled since they do have a
polled gene. Only polled animals can express the
scurred trait.

CATALOGUE DISCLAIMER
While all care has been taken in compiling this
catalogue however responsibility lies with
prospective purchasers to determine its accuracy.
Chateau Limousins reserves the right to retain
1/4 semen share for any lots offered for sale for
in herd use only, with no further call on the bull.
Collection to occur prior to deliver at vendors
expense.
We reserve the right to make adjustment to sale
order, substitutes to sale lots which will be notified
to bidders via supplementary sheet on sale day.

GETTING TO CHATEAU
LIMOUSINS
1090 Wangaratta-Eldorado Road,
LONDRIGAN VIC 3678
FROM MELBOURNE ON HUME FREEWAY
Travel towards Wangaratta (bypassing all 4
Wangaratta Exits) from last exit travel 5km & turn
right to Carraragarmungee (on Carraragarmungee
Estate Road) travel 8km, turn left onto
Wangaratta-Eldorado Road, first property on the
right.
FROM ALBURY ON HUME FREEWAY
Travel towards Wangaratta, travel past
Springhurst. Turn left to Carraragarmungee (on
Carraragarmungee Estate Road) travel 8km, turn
left onto Wangaratta-Eldorado Road, first property
on the right.
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LOT 5

LOT 3 & 4

LOT 4

